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Abstract: Degenerative diseases and injuries that compromise hand movement reduce individual
autonomy and tend to cause financial and psychological problems to their family nucleus. To mitigate
these limitations, over the past decade, hand exoskeletons have been designed to rehabilitate or
enhance impaired hand movements. Although promising, these devices still have limitations, such
as weight and cost. Moreover, the movements performed are not kinematically compatible with
the joints, thereby reducing the achievements of the rehabilitation process. This article presents the
biomimetic design of a soft hand exoskeleton actuated using artificial tendons designed to achieve
low weight, volume, and cost, and to improve kinematic compatibility with the joints, comfort,
and the sensitivity of the hand by allowing direct contact between the hand palm and objects. We
employed two twisted string actuators and Bowden cables to move the artificial tendons and perform
the grasping and opening of the hand. With this configuration, the heavy part of the system was
reallocated to a test bench, allowing for a lightweight set of just 232 g attached to the arm. The system
was triggered by the myoelectric signals of the biceps captured from the user’s skin to encourage the
active participation of the user in the process. The device was evaluated by five healthy subjects who
were asked to simulate a paralyzed hand, and manipulate different types of objects and perform grip
strength. The results showed that the system was able to identify the intention of movement of the
user with an accuracy of 90%, and the orthosis was able to enhance the ability of handling objects
with gripping force up to 1.86 kgf.

Keywords: biomimetic design; soft hand exoskeleton; myoelectric control; rehabilitation

1. Introduction

The functionality of the hand is an essential component for daily living activities, as
it facilitates the manipulation of objects and the interaction with the surrounding envi-
ronment [1]. Regrettably, upper-limb impairments following cerebrovascular accidents
(strokes) and spinal cord injuries result in functional limitations of the hand and the en-
tire upper-limb [2]. It has been estimated that nearly 15 million individuals experience
strokes annually, with approximately 80% of these cases manifesting some degree of motor
impairment [3]. This makes stroke one of the major causes of disability worldwide [4].
Such disabilities substantially impact the quality of life for affected individuals, frequently
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impeding their ability to carry out rudimentary daily tasks and generating a significant
social and economic burden [5].

Numerous rehabilitative approaches have been established to assess and restore func-
tionalities in paretic hands after a stroke [6]. It has been determined that crucial elements,
such as repetition and active patient participation in therapeutic exercises, significantly
impact rehabilitation outcomes [7–9]. Robotic rehabilitation has emerged as an innovative
therapeutic modality that may offer an alternative to conventional rehabilitation methods
for post-stroke patients [10]. Robotic systems offer a great capacity for executing repetitive
tasks and can adjust user active participation based on the applied control strategy, making
them great rehabilitation tools.

Several designs have been presented for hand rehabilitation exoskeletons, which differ
in mechanical and kinematical configurations [11]. These are commonly classified into two
main categories: rigid and soft exoskeletons. Rigid exoskeletons are typically composed of
mechanical links and gearmotors in a parallel mechanism that closely follows the anatomy
and kinematics of the human hand [12,13]. Despite their ability to provide accurate and
controllable force transmission, rigid exoskeletons often suffer from drawbacks such as
bulkiness, high cost, and limited adaptability to individual patient morphologies [14].
Furthermore, the lack of kinematic compatibility between the exoskeleton and the human
joint can lead to high interaction torques, and injure the user or reduce the results of
the rehabilitation process [15]. On the other hand, soft exoskeletons incorporate flexible
materials and soft actuators, offering lightweight, comfortable, and adaptable solutions
that conform to a wide range of hand sizes and shapes [16]. Even if soft exoskeletons
present challenges in terms of force generation [17], recent advances in soft materials and
structures, e.g., topology optimization of flexure joints, prove that enhancing the torsional
stiffness of compliant mechanisms and improving control accuracy are possible [18,19].

To address these challenges, novel designs and actuation strategies for hand exoskele-
tons strike a balance between rigidity and flexibility, with the aim of optimizing both force
generation and user comfort [20]. Tendon-driven hand exoskeletons have gained traction
as they employ a network of artificial tendons, typically consisting of cables or wires, to
transmit forces from remotely located actuators to the hand’s joints, reducing the overall
system weight and complexity, while still providing precise force control [21]. Recent
advances in the field include underactuated exoskeletons, which use a reduced number of
actuators to control multiple joints, thus reducing the complexity of the system [22].

Additionally, underactuation also allows for a reduction in cost in regard to active
devices, as one of the primary contributors to the high cost of these devices is the use
of complex gears and intricate transmission systems, which add to the manufacturing
expenses. To address these shortcomings, the use of twisted string actuators (TSA) has been
explored as a cost-effective and lightweight alternative to traditional gears and motors [23].
TSAs rely on the coiling and uncoiling of flexible cables to generate motion and transmit
force, providing a simple and efficient solution for tendon-driven exoskeleton designs [24].
The integration of TSA into hand exoskeleton designs has the potential to significantly
reduce the overall cost and complexity of these devices, making them more accessible to a
wider range of users in need of rehabilitation. An example is the ExoTen-Glove presented
by Hosseini et al. [25], a hand orthosis with artificial finger extensor tendons driven by
two TSA, one for a group of fingers from index to pinky finger, and one for the thumb.
The design was used to generate force to resist the grasping movement performed by the
user, allowing for the simulation of a virtual spring through a virtual reality environment.
However, since the flexor tendons of the fingers were not implemented, the system could
not provide a grasping movement.

This paper introduces a novel tendon-driven myoelectric hand exoskeleton that com-
bines the benefits of lightweight design, cost-effectiveness, and intuitive control. Inspired
by the natural functioning of human tendons, the exoskeleton employs three artificial
tendons per finger, enabling independent movements and a range of grasping actions when
working in unison. By intentionally leaving the palm and phalanges uncovered, the design
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facilitates enhanced tactile feedback and direct contact with objects, promoting a more nat-
ural and immersive rehabilitation experience for the user. Preliminary myoelectric control
is also presented, and the exoskeleton’s control system is assessed in healthy subjects. This
innovative approach to hand exoskeleton development attempts to overcome some of the
limitations of existing designs.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Bioinspired Design

Design meets challenges that nature has already solved with practical and efficient
solutions through thousands of years of evolution and natural selection. As a result,
nature has been the main source of inspiration over the centuries in the development
of agriculture, architecture, construction, energy, transport, and technology. Then, the
proposed kinematics of the hand exoskeleton were inspired by the anatomy of the hand [26].
Unlike most existing devices, the choice of biodesign, mimicking the origin and structures
of human tendons, allowed the reproduction of the natural movement of joints, fingers,
and hands.

Figure 1a shows a biological set of the human finger composed of bones, joints, and
tendons. Figure 1b describes the independent motions of the finger attributed to each
artificial tendon. Different linear combinations of these movements shown at A, B, and
C create narrow or wide paths for grasping and they describe 2 DoF (degree of freedom)
per finger, including the thumb. Considering that the exoskeleton actuation system is
designed to perform a grasping movement, a trio of artificial tendons was proposed to
flex and extend the fingers, as shown in Figure 1c. Although the thumb also performs the
adduction/abduction motion, the same trio of bio-inspired tendons was applied equally to
each finger to replicate the kinematics of the gripping movement. An underactuated system
was proposed to reduce the exoskeleton’s weight. The two tendons A and B (Figure 1b)
of all fingers were pulled together using one actuator to flex the fingers. The extension
movement was also carried out using one actuator. In this way, only two actuators are
enough to grasp and open the hand.

One of the design goals is to allow the adaptation to different hand sizes. This objective
guided the selection of exoskeleton materials, and compliant polymer-based materials were
employed [27]. The hand orthosis 3D concept is shown in Figure 2. The exoskeleton is
built on a semi-rigid thermoplastic orthosis, dark gray in Figure 2, which holds the wrist in
a fixed position and can be accurately adjusted to different sizes of hands. The artificial
tendons are anchored in the parts shown in beige tones, which were 3D manufactured
via fused deposition modeling (Sethi3D S3X, Sethi3D, Campinas, Brazil), using a flexible
material (Flex TPU, 3D Lab, Belo Horizonte, Brazil) to allow for adaptation to different
finger diameters. The rings are placed on the fingers, whereas the anchors, placed over the
thermoplastic, guide the tendons to display proper movement.

2.2. Hand Exoskeleton Kinematics

The kinematic model, adapted from [28], for the hand orthosis is presented here to
establish the relationship between the linear motion of the artificial tendons and the angular
displacement of the finger joints. The tendon’s slack information is important in order to
adjust the amount of cable pulled by the actuators, thereby optimizing the grasping time.
We considered the wires to be inextensible, the longitudinal symmetry of the fingers, and
we neglected friction losses. Figure 3 shows the parameters analyzed.

Figure 3 shows eight anchor points used to guide cable motion. Points P1 − P2 refer
to the palmar artificial tendon (PAT), P3 to P6 to the lateral artificial tendon (LAT), and
P3− P7− P8 to the extensor artificial tendon (EAT). For simplification, P3 is used to represent
two anchor points, one belonging to the EAT and the other to the LAT. The reference position
is defined for θ1 = θ2 = θ3 = 0◦ at this position, linking the hand longitudinal symmetry
line with the x-axis. The lengths are computed between the reference position and the
displacement position as a function of θi.
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Considering the above, the EAT wire length at the reference point (δr,EAT), at contract
position (δc,EAT) and the wire length pulled by the actuator (δp,EAT), can be calculated as

δr,EAT = P3, P7 + P7, P8 (1)
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δc,EAT = P3, P7 + P7, P8 + l(θ2 + θ3) (2)

δp,EAT = l(θ2 + θ3) (3)

For PAT, we have the wire length at the reference point as

δr,PAT = P1, P2 (4)

We can use the cosine law to calculate the wire length at a contract arbitrary as

δc,PAT =

√(
P1, PJMCP

)2
+
(

PMCP, P2
)2 − 2

(
P1, PJMCP

)(
PMCP, P2

)
cos(π − θ3) (5)

where PjMCP is the MCP point projected on the palmar side, and the wire length pulled by
the actuator is the following:

δp,PAT = |δc,PAT − δr,PAT | (6)

The same procedure is applied on LAT analysis:

δr,LAT = P3, P4 + P4, P5 + P5, P6 (7)

δc,LAT = ∑
ζ

√(
Pi, k

)2
+
(

k, Pi+1

)2
− 2
(

Pi, k
)(

k, Pi+1

)
cos
(
π − θj

)
(8)

δp,LAT = |δc,LAT − δr,LAT | (9)

where (i, j, k) ∈ ζ, and ζ = {(3, 3, MCP), (4, 2, PIP), (5, 1, DIP)}.
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Figure 3. Kinematics of artificial tendons. In purple, on the back of the finger, is the tendon responsible
for finger extension. The green tendon retracts the finger, while the blue one rotates the finger
around the MCP (metacarpal) joint. The combined action of the blue and green tendons promotes
proper flexion movement. θ1, θ2, and θ3 are the MCP, proximal interphalangeal (PIP), and distal
interphalangeal DIP joint angles, respectively. l is the curvature radius reference. Pk ∈ [1, 8] are the
wire anchor points.
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The proposed model yields the operational parameters of angular variation of the
finger joints and the artificial tendon length during the grasping movement. Figure 4a
shows the expected angle variation of the joints based on data from a healthy biological
hand, considering a grasping movement in six steps. This variation is used as an input to
estimate the displacement of the artificial tendons (Figure 4b). This information is used as
an input to develop the physical prototype of the hand exoskeleton.
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2.3. Physical Prototype and Experimental Setup

The physical prototype of the soft hand exoskeletons and experimental setup are
presented in Figure 5. The exoskeleton is composed of a black thermoplastic orthosis (6),
which holds the hand in a neutral position, as shown in Figure 5a. Artificial tendons (7)
are anchored in the finger rings (9), and the anchor tendons (8) are pulled by two Bowden
cables (5) to perform the flexion and extension movements of the fingers. The set is driven
by two micro-DC motors (12V, AK555/306PL12S6500C, Akiyama Motors, Joinville, Brazil)
(1) arranged as a TSA, as shown in Figure 6. When the motors (1) are activated, the
green cable (2) retracts and pulls the Bowden cable ((4) and (5)), which closes or opens the
hand. When one actuator retracts the cable, the other allows the cable to elongate. This
configuration simulates the extensor and flexor muscles arranged in pairs of agonists and
antagonists on the forearm that open and close the hand. With the proposed design, the part
of the orthosis attached to the wearer’s forearm and hand weighs just 232 g. Furthermore,
the total cost to manufacture the prototype hand orthosis is between $100.00 and $150.00.

The system control hardware (10) is composed of an Arduino Uno R3 (Arduino, Italy)
and an H-bridge L298N, and was designed to use the myoelectric signal of the biceps,
collected using a MyoWare 2.0 Muscle Sensor (Sparkfun Eletrônics, Niwot, CO, USA) (11) to
capture the user’s intention of motion to activate the motors. This approach was considered
since upper-limb-impaired subjects can commonly better contract the proximal muscles
of the arm, but not the distal ones. A simple but effective approach based on a custom
threshold for each subject was used to identify the user’s intention to open or close the
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hand. Maximum voluntary isometric contraction (MVIC) was collected using the electronic
setup, and a threshold corresponding to 60% of MVIC was considered to avoid muscle
fatigue [29]. When the user contracts the biceps over the threshold, the system performs
the opening or closing movements of the hand.
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Figure 5. The physical prototype and experimental evaluation. (a) (1) DC motors. (2) Twisted string
actuator cables. (3) Screen to prevent the actuator cable from tangling. (4) Actuator–conduit cable
connection. (5) Bowden cables. (6) Thermoplastic orthosis. (7) Artificial tendons. (8) Addressing
screen for artificial tendons. (9) Finger rings. (10) Electronics composed by Arduino Uno, and
H-bridge circuit to drive the motors; (11) myoelectric sensor. (b) Grip strength test. (c) Handling a
cell phone. (d) Handling a screwdriver. (e) Handling a bottle of alcohol gel.
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Two TSA are used to drive the exoskeleton. This type of actuation consists of winding
two cables to each other to reduce their length, called the string twisting zone in Figure 6,
performing a linear movement (linear displacement zone). This approach presents some
advantages related to other actuators, such as compliant linear displacement; other types
of reducers, which are usually heavy and bulky, are not required; high linear force output
with low friction losses results in compact and high-power density actuators [25,30–32].

To evaluate the actuators’ performance, a 2K design of experiments was developed
using three parameters: motor voltage, length of the string twisting zone, and winding time.
The voltage supplied to the motor varied between 6 and 12 volts. The length available for
winding (string twisting zone) varied between 250 and 450 mm. The activation time was
considered to be 2 s as the time to open or close the hand. The experimental results are
shown in Figure 7. For the same motor voltage, the reduced length of the string twisting
zone increases the linear displacement of the cable. However, this behavior is noticed mainly
because the small string twisting zone induces the cable to create a tangled spool, which can
reduce the cable life. Moreover, for the same twisting zone length, increasing the motor volt-
age increases the linear displacement of the cable. Since, to correctly open and close the hand,
a linear displacement of 20–30 mm is required (Figure 4) and to avoid cable deterioration,
the string twisting zone was set at 450 mm and the motor voltage was set at 12 V.
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2.4. Experimental Protocol and Data Analysis

Five male able-bodied subjects (85.0 ± 10.4 kg, 1.75 ± 0.04 m, and 27.4 ± 5.6 years)
participated as volunteers in this study. First, the myoelectric sensor MyoWare 2.0 Muscle
Sensor was placed over the biceps brachii along the longitudinal midline of the muscle,
between the motor unit and the tendinous insertion of the muscle [33] after skin cleaning.
Then, the subject was asked to perform three times maximum voluntary isometric contrac-
tion (MVIC) with intervals of 1 min to avoid fatigue. Overall, 60% of the mean MVIC was
considered as a threshold to activate the exoskeleton, allowing the movements of opening
and closing the hand. The results of the calibration section are presented in Figure S1 of the
Supplementary Materials.

The first set of data collection was designed to train subjects to activate the system
with voluntary biceps contraction and was called the training section. Ten attempts of
muscle contraction were made at intervals of 30 s to avoid muscle fatigue. After the training
phase, subjects were asked to simulate a paralyzed hand and try to activate the exoskeleton
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and manipulate three different kinds of objects: a smartphone; a screwdriver, to simulate a
small object; and an alcohol gel bottle, to simulate objects with larger diameters, as shown
in Figure 5c–e. Each object was manipulated three times by each subject and this set of
experiments was called the testing phase. Figure 8 shows the operating system flowchart
to control the hand orthosis during the testing section. The system starts with both TSA
actuators in a neutral position, allowing the hand to be relaxed. A muscle contraction above
the threshold (60% of the MVIC) activates motor 1, which winds the cables moving the
hand in a grip position. One more muscle contraction above the threshold activates motor
1 in the opposite direction to unwind the cables and relax the hand. The same procedure is
used to extend the hand after biceps contraction and relax the hand after one more muscle
contraction. So, one cycle of closing and opening the hand is performed by four biceps
contractions above the threshold. In this way, we ensure that the two actuators are not
activated at the same time to improve safety.
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We computed true positives when the subjects managed to activate the system, false
negatives when the subject was not able to activate the system, and false positives when
the subject involuntarily activated the system. Finally, subjects were asked to simulate
a paralyzed hand, activate the exoskeleton with biceps contraction, and hold a hand dy-
namometer (DM-90, Instrutherm, São Paulo, Brazil) to measure grip strength, as presented
in Figure 5b. The procedure was repeated three times for each subject. An extra myoelectric
sensor (MyoWare 2.0 Muscle Sensor) was placed in the subject’s forearm over the flexor
digitorum profundus to monitor the active flexion movement during the experiments, and
no muscle activity was detected. Furthermore, since the subjects were asked to activate
the system several times to avoid the fatigue of the biceps brachii during the twisting and
untwisting of the cables to perform the closing and opening hand, the volunteers rested for
30 s between attempts to activate the system, and for 2 min after each set of contractions.

The performance of the system was evaluated using the accuracy metric calculated
using Equation (10) and the precision metric as shown in Equation (11):
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Accuracy =
∑N

i=1
TPi+TNi

TPi+FNi+FPi+TNi

N
(10)

Precision =
∑N

i=1
Si

Si+Fi

N
(11)

where TP are true positives, TN are true negatives, FP are false positives, and FN are false
negatives in Equation (10) and S are success and F are failure in handling the object in
Equation (11). Finally, i corresponds to the total attempts, and the total number of subjects
is represented by N.

The experimental protocol was approved by the Universidade Federal do Espírito
Santo Institutional Review Board (CAAE: 41368820.3.0000.5542). Subjects signed an in-
formed consent form to participate in the study. All study procedures were carried out in
accordance with all relevant guidelines and regulations.

3. Results and Discussion

Here, we present the results of the experimental evaluation of the hand exoskeleton in
five able-bodied subjects. After calibration, the subjects were trained on how to activate the
system performing biceps contraction. A total of 60% of the MVIC was used as a threshold
to trigger the system, as shown in Figure 8 by the green bars. The subjects were asked to
perform 10 activations with intervals of 30 s between contractions to avoid muscle fatigue.
This set was named the training section. After the training section, the subjects were asked
to try to grab three different kinds of objects: a smartphone, a screwdriver, and a bottle of
alcohol gel. Each subject tried to handle each object three times, totaling nine attempts to
trigger the system. This set of experiments was named as the testing section. In both sections,
the subjects simulated a paretic hand to let just the exoskeleton orthosis move the fingers.

Figure 9 presents the accuracy of the system in determining the intention of the user
to perform the movements of closing and opening the hand for the training section and the
testing section. Whereas the average accuracy of the training section was 68.4%, the testing
sections presented an average accuracy of 86.1%, which is remarkable. All subjects, except
S1, had a greater accuracy after the training section. These results highlight the importance
of a training section to increase the accuracy of an EMG-based trigger system [29]. Moreover,
an excellent accuracy to trigger the system was obtained with a simple setup using just one
myoelectric sensor.
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The precision of handling the objects during the testing sections is shown in Figure 10.
Interestingly, only the screwdriver, which represents an object of small diameter, had a
precision below 100%. This outcome indicates that the proposed exoskeleton design must
be improved to provide a better grasp motion for small objects. Although the biomimetic
design could improve the comfort, kinematic compatibility [15,34], and tactile sensitivity
of the hand, the flexion movement of the finger was limited by the designed rings, thus
reducing the ability to manipulate small objects.
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Figure 11 shows the maximum gripping force that the system could perform for each
subject. In this condition, an average force of 1.86 kgf was found, which represents about
10% of the grip strength of a healthy subject [35].
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At first glance, the grip strength seems to depend just on the actuators torque, since
the subject was asked to not perform any contraction of the forearm muscles, simulating a
paralyzed hand. However, the dimensions and shape of the hand and fingers played a role
in determining the grip strength. Volunteers with larger hands displayed, on average, a
greater grip strength.

4. Conclusions

This paper presented the biomimetic design of a soft hand exoskeleton activated by
the myoelectric signal of the biceps. Three sets of artificial tendons were designed to allow
the flexion and extension movements of the finger performing the hand grip. Two twisted
string actuators were used to drive the artificial tendons. This configuration avoids the
use of reducers to improve compactness and lightness, resulting in an orthosis attached
to the user’s forearm and hand with just 232 g. The proposed design allowed for a direct
interaction between the user and the object, increasing sensorial feedback by leaving the
palm and finger phalanges uncovered. The accuracy and precision of the system were
evaluated by five healthy subjects. The system presented an overall accuracy of 86.1% after
the test section and a precision of 100% for larger objects (cellphone and alcohol gel bottle)
and 73.3% for small objects (screwdriver). Moreover, the subjects were able to display
an average of 1.86 kgf grip strength. The further steps of the project involve moving the
actuators and control electronics into a backpack, which can be worn by the user to make
the system portable. The system will be powered by a battery that can be charged by
the user as needed. Moreover, we intend to implement independent movements of the
fingers to allow for a better manipulation of objects. Next, experiments with people with
upper-limb extremity disabilities will be carried out to evaluate the capacity of the system
to restore hand functioning and increase the user’s ability to manipulate objects.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/biomimetics8030317/s1, Figure S1: Threshold calibration results. Maximum voluntary
isometric contraction (MVIC) was performed three times (blue, orange, and yellow bars). The purple
bars represent the average MVIC and the green bars represent 60% of the MVIC used as a threshold
to trigger the system.
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